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Hotels with Local Followings 
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From bustling rooftop bars to chic 

lobby shops, hotels are creating 

vibrant public spaces to attract 

homegrown attention. 

A hotel’s main mission may be to house transient 

visitors from far and wide, but these days—arguably 

more than ever—they’re also directing some of their 

efforts into making good with the city’s locals. 

Whether it’s providing quality coffee in the morning 

at the High Line Hotel in New York, comfortable space for high-powered business meetings at 

Jumeirah Emirates Towers in Dubai, a mix of boutique shopping experiences at The Joule in 

Dallas or a daytime gathering over beers at Ace Hotel’s terrace bar in Los Angeles, hotels are 

carving out spaces—often in their lobbies—for visitors and their local counterparts to interact. 

“A hotel’s lobby is its heart and soul,” says Sean MacPherson, the mind behind the Jane, 

Bowery and Marlton hotels. “Ultimately, the only way to give a building life is to animate it with 

interesting people. Attracting locals to one’s hotel brings part of the city inside.” 

 

Here, we explore eight hotels that create communities even a city’s natives can call their own. 

 

http://www.departures.com/articles/downtown-style-with-sean-macpherson
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The very best properties for a good night’s rest.  

In big cities, a room of one’s own may be easy to find, but 

peace and quiet is rarely a guarantee. Thankfully, hotels 

from New York to Bangalore, Mexico City to Paris have 

gone the extra mile to keep urban sounds out and serenity 

in, just when guests need the silence most. 

For some properties, location is everything, and a quiet 

corner in a bustling locale can make all the difference. But 

in places where calm is a rarity and extra measures are 

required, properties turn to clever architectural and 

decorating tricks, which double as plush design details—

think: sound-absorbing fabrics (velvet, leather, cotton), 

extra-thick doors and windows, and bedside buttons that 

de-activate the phone and doorbell. 

Whether you’re looking for a quiet place to recharge or simply seeking a good night’s sleep 

after a day of sightseeing, you can leave those earplugs at home—you won’t need them in 

these sanctuaries.  

 

 



 

 

The High Line Hotel, New York 

 

Formerly the student living quarters at the still-operating General Theological Seminary in New York’s 

Chelsea neighborhood, The High Line Hotel retains the quiet peacefulness of its origins—even with a 

retrofitted 1963 Citroën H-Van dishing out Intelligentsia coffee from the spacious courtyard out front. 

It’s a small hotel, with only 60 rooms (each equipped with handsome furniture and dark velvet 

curtains), but those looking for extra serenity should request a room facing the hotel’s tranquil, 

Sycamore-filled back garden, which borders the existing seminary. In the warmer months, the hotel’s 

romantic, seasonal Alta Linea bar and restaurant keeps to a low chatter, even at full capacity, and their 

small lobby bar closes down at 11 p.m. In a city with robust nightlife everywhere you look, these are 

welcome details for those seeking R & R. Rooms, from $510; 180 Tenth Ave.; 212-929-

3888;thehighlinehotel.com. —NB 
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